

	Specialties0: Extraordinary monstrous items and potions
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	InnTitle1: Brian the Swordmaster’s Smithy
	Specialties2: A seedy dive for caravaners, frequent fights.
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	Specialties4: Adventuring supply, tools and tool kits.
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	InnTitle0: The Old Monster Shop
	InnLabel0: 4
	LandTitle1: The Waymoot
	LandLabel1: 2
	LandDesc1: The Waymoot is a high signpost mounted in the middle of the crossroads with hanging arrows pointing toward the harbor and city gates. Created by the Watchful Order and funded by local merchants, the signpost magically directs travelers to locations spoken into a crystal on the post. Once a site is spoken, the Waymoot writes the destination onto the relevant arrow and indicates is distance from Waterdeep; therefore folk are sent out the appropriate gate depending on their destinations.
	LandTitle0: Caravan Court
	LandLabel0: 1
	LandDesc0: This place is usually a dust-shrouded melee of cursing, whipwielding drovers, bawling beasts of burden, and creaking wagons and carts. Most caravans entering or leaving through the Southern Gate muster or disband in Caravan Court, making it a scene of nonstop activity and chaos.
	LandTitle2: Helm's Hall
	LandLabel2: 3
	LandDesc2: This historic stone building was constructed nearly two centuries ago to care for the orphans and widows of deceased adventurers. Helm’s Hall is supported financially by a number of temples, noble houses, and retired adventurers, while priests of Helm tend to the day to day management and administration of services. Many of the children ten and older are either apprenticed or working with the Lamplighters Guild at night, and they receive training during the day so that they will be able to ply a trade before leaving Helm’s Hall at age 15.
	GuildTitle3: Builder's Hall
	GuildLabel3: 15
	GuildDesc3: A lavishly crafted and tended stone building with a row of statues around the front. It serves as the guildhall for the Guild of Stonecutters & Masons.
	GuildTitle2: The House of Good Spirits
	GuildLabel2: 14
	GuildDesc2: The House of Good Spirits is the headquarters of the Vinters’, Distillers’ and Plaisterer’s guilds. The public is welcome, and there you can try some of the finest distilled liquors in Waterdeep. If you are popular enough, you may even get a drink named after you. 
	GuildTitle1: Metalmaster's Hall
	GuildLabel1: 13
	GuildDesc1: A gray granite blockhouse with a smoky forge dominating one entire end of the building. It serves as the guildhall for the Most Careful Order of Skilled Smiths & Metalforgers.
	GuildTitle4: 
	GuildLabel4: 
	GuildDesc4: 
	GuildDesc0: Years ago, the brothers Alcedor and Duhlark Kolat bought two buildings and, much to the chagrin of the local building guilds, stitched them together with magic. The brothers have long since died and the odd structure is now a favorite haunt of the Zhentarim...and perhaps actual ghosts.
	GuildTitle0: Kolat's Towers
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	TravTitle1: The Redbridle Stables
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	TravPrice1: Mounts for sale only
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	TravPrice2: coaches 5sp/mile
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	PartyName: 
	Region: Sword Coast/Faerun
	worldname: Forgotten Realms/Abir-Toril
	CityName: Waterdeep - South Ward
	TravTitle0: Athal’s Stables
	population: 25


